Increasing strain and strain rate strengthen transient stiffness but weaken the response to subsequent compression for articular cartilage in unconfined compression.
Strain amplitude and strain rate dependent nonlinear behavior and load-induced mechanical property alterations of full-thickness bovine articular cartilage attached to bone were investigated in unconfined compression. A sequence of test compressions of finite deformation (ranging from 0.9% to 34.5% nominal strain) was performed at strain rates ranging from approximately 0.053%/s to 5.8%/s. Peak and equilibrium loads were analyzed to determine strain amplitude and strain rate dependence of linear versus nonlinear responses. The test protocol was designed to reveal changes in mechanical properties due to these finite deformations by interspersing small-amplitude witness ramps of approximately 1.1% deformation and approximately 0.44%/s strain rate between the test ramps ("witness" meaning to assess any mechanical property changes). We found that peak loads displayed high nonlinearity, stiffening with both increasing compression amplitude and more so with increasing strain rate. The response to witness ramps suggested that mechanical weakening occurred when compression amplitude reached 1.9-2.9% strain and beyond, and that weakening was much more significant at higher strain rate. These findings delineate regimes of linear versus nonlinear behavior of cartilage, and indicate the types of loads which can cause mechanical property alterations. Biological implications of this study are that strain amplitude and strain rate dependent stiffening may be essential to bear physiological loads and to protect cells and matrix from mechanical damage. Structural changes reflected by mechanical weakening at small compression could also initiate remodeling or disease processes.